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This Whitepaper explores and introduces 
WienerAI, the universe’s most powerful and 

advanced cybernetic being.

Introduction
WienerAI ($WAI) – a groundbreaking AI token that merges the worlds of 

artificial intelligence, canine loyalty, and the obvious appeal of sausages into 

a singular global movement. As the first Wiener/Dog/Artificial Intelligence 

hybrid, WienerAI is not just a digital asset–he's the most powerful 

cybernetic being in the universe. With his precision vision module set on 

becoming the "top dog" in the cryptocurrency charts, $WAI will unleash its 

unique staking rewards and build the unstoppable Sausage Army. Are you 

ready to join the ranks?

WIENERAI VISION – Project 
Objectives

 A new world where AI is synonymous with companionship.

 A kinder, gentler, more hilarious future where a goofy-looking wiener 

dog-robot catalyzes the entire meme coin space into one singular force–

The Sausage Army.

 A world where humans see AI as not just a tool, but a friend.

 A prosperous, bold future where AI constantly evolves in a positive 

direction.

 Total domination of the meme coin landscape.
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The Technology Behind 
WienerAI Dog
Blockchain Foundation: Not only does WienerAI represent a meshing of 

canine and machine, but it also represents a coming together of the world’s 

fastest-growing and most advanced technologies–AI and blockchain. The 

Ethereum Network represents the ideal place for WienerAI’s legacy to be 

born and grow.

The $WAI Token: $WAI is an ERC20 token on the Ethereum Blockchain.

Upgradeability: AI’s capabilities are only just scratching the surface of what 

will be possible in the near and distant future. For this reason, WienerAI is 

infinitely upgradable, with modular technological capabilities. WienerAI will 

always be at the cutting edge of AI technological advancement. 

Tokenomics and Distribution
30% - Presale


20% - Staking


20% - Community Rewards


10% - DEX/CEX Liquidity


20% - Marketing

Token Supply: 

69.000.000.000
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Building the Sausage Army
In order to achieve total domination of the decentralized world, WienerAI is 

going to need some help. That’s why he’s building his Sausage Army–

thousands and thousands of ultra-loyal wiener lovers that will help spread 

the positivity that WienerAI brings, as well as echo the message that 

WienerAI is the ultimate cybernetic being in the entire universe. His fans 

grow by the thousands. His Sausage Army is almost ready to march–will you 

join them on their quest?

THE WIENERAI MASTER 
PLAN

Step 1
 Sausage Army Launc

 WienerAI Contract Audi

 Presale LAUNCHE

 Final Wiener-y 

Preparation

 Worldwide Marketing 

Campaign

Step 2
 WienerAI Upgrad

 Sausage Army Expansio

 KOL Blas

 Ethereum Network 

Takeover

Step 3
 Token Listing: The LONG 

wait is over. WeinerAI 

launches on Global 

Exchange Platforms. This 

is the public $WAI launch.
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CONCLUSION
WienerAI is building upon the legacy of many doggos that came before him. 

However, with his advanced AI capabilities, his hilarious misshapen body, 

and his meme power, he will take his rightful place atop the greatest meme 

coins ever created.

FAWQs - Frequently Asked 
WienerAI Questions

What is WienerAI?

WienerAI is a meme coin unlike any 

other. It is the first Sausage/Dog/

Artificial Intelligence ever created 

and the universe’s most powerful 

cybernetic being. This weenie is 

gunning for “top dog” on the charts. 

WienerAI is currently in the private 

PRESALE stage when the price is at 

its lowest. When it goes public, the 

listing price will be much higher.

I Bought WienerAI. Where Can 
I See My Tokens?

Your token balance can be viewed in 

the Staking Menu or on the Buy 

Widget on the WienerAI Homepage.

What is the WienerAI Presale?

The WienerAI Presale allows buyers 

to secure WienerAI tokens at a 

drastically lower price than the 

listing price. There are several 

stages, each lasting 2 days. At each 

stage, the price will increase until the 

presale is over.

Is WienerAI A Meme Coin?

WienerAI is not only A meme coin–it’s 

THE meme coin. WienerAI is building 

a legion of fans that he calls his 

Sausage Army. There’s a new dog in 

the dog park–and it’s WienerAI.
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Disclaimer
The content provided in this whitepaper for WienerAI ($WAI) is intended strictly for 

informational and entertainment purposes only. The $WAI token is a meme coin with no 

inherent financial value, designed primarily to engage and entertain the community within the 

cryptocurrency ecosystem. It is the responsibility of each individual or entity interested in 

participating in the WienerAI project to conduct their own due diligence. Furthermore, 

participants are strongly urged to review and adhere to the legal and regulatory requirements 

applicable within their jurisdiction or residence before acquiring $WAI tokens or engaging in 

any related transactions. The creators of WienerAI assume no responsibility for any legal 

consequences or financial losses that participants may incur. Participation in WienerAI is 

done at your own risk and discretion.


